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Place tokens on distinct vertices of an arbitrary finite digraph with n vertices 
which may contain cycles or loops. Each of two players alternately selects a token 
and moves it from its present position u to a neighboring vertex v  along a directed 
edge which may be a loop. If  v  is occupied, and II # v, both tokens get annihilated 
and phase out of the game. The player first unable to move is the loser, the other 
the winner. I f  there is no last move, the outcome is declared a draw. An O(n”) 
algorithm for computing the previous-player-winning, next-player-winning and draw 
positions of the game is given. Furthermore, an algorithm is given for computing a 
best strategy in O(n6) steps and winning-starting from a next-player-winning 
position-in O(n’) moves. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Throughout R is a finite digraph with vertex set V= V(R), 1 V(R)1 = n and 
edge set E = E(R), which may contain cycles or loops. A two-person game 
is defined as in the abstract. The pupose of this work is to give a complete 
strategy for the game, the computation time of which is polynomial in n. The 
problem was communicated to us by John Conway. The results were 
announced in [IO]. The present paper contains detailed proofs. Further 
results and ramilications will be given elsewhere. Examples of actual 
annihilation games-without the underlying theory-are given in [9]. 
In Section 2 we review the necessary tools from game theory, and prove a 
result on D-morphisms. Computational complexity results of games are 
reviewed briefly in Section 3. In Section 4 the notion of an abstract (t-graph 
is developed, which is essentially a digraph R such that V(R) forms a vector 
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space under addition over GF(2). The discussion is specialized to 
annihilation games in Section 5, which contains an O(n”) algorithm for 
determining the nature of each position (losing, winning or draw). In the 
final Section 6 we give a polynomial algorithm for computing a best strategy 
of play to win the game in O(n’) moves when starting from a next-player- 
winning position. 
2. GAME THEORY BACKGROUND 
We consider two-person perfect-information games without chance moves 
which are impartial (i.e., the possible moves from any position do not depend 
on which player is about to play). Any such game M can be represented by 
a digraph called a game-graph R, whose vertices V(R) are the game’s 
positions, and (u, V) E E(R) (directed from II to u) if and only if there is a 
move from position u to position o. Conversely, given any digraph R, we can 
define on it a game by placing a token on one of its vertices. Each player at 
his turn moves the token to a neighboring vertex along a directed edge. 
Because of this duality, we occasionally identify M with R, and the positions 
and moves of a game with the vertices and edges of its corresponding game- 
graph, using them interchangeably. 
We shall restrict attention to those games in which the player first unable 
to move is the loser, the other the winner. If there is no last move, the 
outcome is declared a (dynamic) draw. 
For every u E V(R), define its set of followers F(u) by F(u) = {U e V(R) : 
(u, u) E E(R)}. If I;(U) = 0, II is called a sink. For every u E: V(R), define its 
set of ancestors by F-‘(V) = {u E V(R) : u E F(u)}. In particular, for a loop 
(u, u), u is both a follower and an ancestor of itself. We also define F’(u) = 
F(u) - {u}. In a loopless digraph R of course F’(u) = F(u) for all u E V(R). 
As customary, we denote by N the set of all positions for each of which there 
is a move by which the next player can force a win, no matter what his 
opponent may do. By P we denote the set of all positions such that if the 
previous player leaves his opponent in one of them, the previous player can 
force a win no matter what his opponent may do. For example, all sinks are 
P-positions. Finally, we denote by T the set of all vertices which are draw 
positions, i.e., positions from which no player can force a win (and therefore 
each player can avoid losing). Clearly u E P if and only if F(u) E N, u E N 
if and only if F(u) n P # 0; and u E T if and only if F(u) n P = 0 and 
qU)n T#0. 
The classical Sprague-Grundy function g is a mapping g: V(R) -+ f’, 
where p is the set of nonnegative integers. See, e.g., Berge [3, Chap. 14). 
The generalized Sprague-Grundy (GSG)-function is a mapping G: V(R) -+ 
p U {co}. If q is any mapping 11: V(R) --) .f’ U {a}, we let q(F(u)) = 
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(q(v) ( co: v E F(u)}. If G(u) = co, G@(u)) = K, we also write 
G(U) = a(K). If G(u) = k, G(v) = I, then G(U) = G(v) if and only if one of 
the following holds: (a) k = I < co; (b) k = a(K), I= co(L) and K = L. Let 
L be any finite set of nonnegative integers, mex L the smallest nonnegative 
integer not in L. We use the notation V’(R) = (U E V(R): G(u) < co }, 
V”O(R) = V(R) @ Vf<R), where here and below, @ denotes the symmetric 
d@erence of sets: S, @ S, = S, U S, - S, n S,. Finally, for any 
nonnegative integer j, let V,(R) = {U E V(R): G(u) = j}. 
DEFINITION 1. A function G: V(R) + p U {co ] is a GSG-function with 
counter function c: Vf<R) + J, where J is any well-ordered set, if the 
following conditions hold: 
A. If u is a vertex with finite G, then G(u) = mex G@‘(u)). 
B. If v is a follower of u with larger G than U, then there exists a 
follower w  of u satisfying G(w) = G(u) and c(w) < c(u). 
C. If u has infinite G, then u has a follower u with infinite G such that 
mex G(F(u)) & G(F(v)). 
For the existence and uniqueness proof of the GSG-function and the proof 
of Theorems 1 and 2 below, see Smith [ 191 and Fraenkel and Per1 [8]. 
THEOREM 1. For every digraph R, 
P= v,, T= {u E v: G(u) = co(K), 0 @K}, N= V@P@ T. 
DEFINITION 2. A counter function c such that G(u) < G(v) < 00 z- 
c(u) ( c(v) is called a monotonic counter function. 
Since Algorithm A below for computing the GSG-function produces a 
monotonic counter function c, we shall assume below that c is monotonic. 
A disjunctive compound is a game M consisting of m > 1 disjoint two- 
player games. There are two players playing alternately, each selecting at his 
turn a move in any simgle game at will. The player first unable to make a 
move loses. The other is the winner. If there is no last move, the outcome is 
defined to be a draw. For analyzing M we define: 
(i) The game-graph i?= B(R) (ditiunctive compound) of-M. Let 
R i ,..., R, be the digraphs of the constituent games. Then z7E V(R) if zi= 
(u &I)~ 1 T-.*9 ui E V(R,) (1 <i< m). If z7= (vi ,..., v,,,) E V(g)), then 
(zi, 5) E E(E) if vj E F(uj) in R, f orsome l<j<m,andvi=uiforalli#j. 
(ii) The (generalized) nim-sum, The nim-sum of two nonnegative 
integers a,, a, is the symmetric difference of their binary representations, i.e., 
a, @ a2 = CI di 2’, where a, = C, bi 2’, a, = C, ci 2’ are the binary represen- 
tations of a,, a, and di E bi + ci (mod 2), di = 0 or 1. The nim-sum of 
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oo(K,), co(K,) is defined by co@,) @ a (K,) = co(O), and the nim-sum of 
a nonnegative integer a and co(K) is defined by m(K) 0 a = a @ co(K) = 
co@@ a), where K@ u = {k@ a: k E K}. The nim-sum of m > 2 
summands is C;Z, a, = a, 0 ... @a,, which is well-defined, since it is 
clearly associative. 
Let 27 = (u, ,..., u,,J E V(E), ui E Y(Ri) (1 < i < m). Define a(Q) = 
C;rl G(q), c(zi) = Cy! 1 ci(ui), where ci is monotonic (1 < i Q m). 
THEOREM 2. The GSG-function G of the disjunctive compound is given 
by G(G) = a(U) with counter/unction c(zi). 
Note. Though ci is monotonic (1 < i < m), c is not necessarily 
monotonic. But it can easily be made monotonic by letting c’(u) = 
(G(U), c(u)), ordered lexicographically (where (q, bi) < (uj, bj) if either 
U, < ~j or (~i = Uj and bi < bj)), 
We now formulate a winning strategy for the disjunctive compound 
(which may of course consist of a single game only). 
Notation. For every u in the set Aj(R) = {u E V(R): F(u) r7 V,(R) # 0}, 
let cmj(u) = min{c(v): v E F(u)n Vj}. In particular for every u EN, 
cmO(u) = min{c(v): u E F(u) n P}. 
DEFINITION 3. Let i? be a digraph which depends on graphs R 1 ,..., R,. 
Suppose that there exists a move in Ri to a vertex in Vj(Ri) leading to a win 
in j?. Then a function Sj : A,(R,) + Vj(Ri) is called a winning j-strategy in the 
narrow sense with respect to E (see [ 19, p. 52]), if the move (u, v)-where 
u E Ai( v = 6j(U) E Vj(Ri>-leads to a win in R, no matter what the 
opponent does. 
If Sj depends on u E Aj(Ri) and on a nonempty subset of the possible 
ancestors of u as well, then Sj is called a winning j-strategy in the wide sense 
with respect to j?. 
Let C= (ul, u 2 ,..., u,) E P, BE F(G). Then fi E N. We may assume V = 
(v,, $,...r urn), G(u,) = j. Consider two cases: 
I. G(v,) > j. By B there exists w; EF(v,) such that G(w;) = j, 
c(wi) < c(ul). Thus if we let 6,(v,) = w,, where c(w,) = cm,(v,), then Sj is a 
winning j-strategy in the narrow sense, since for W = (w, , u2 ,..., u,) we have 
G(G) = G(zi), c(i3) < c(ii). 
II. G(v,) < j. Then c(vl) < c(u,). By the fundamental property of 
nim-sums (see, e.g., Lemma 2 in [8, p. 685]), there exists i # 1, say i = 2, 
and w; E F(u2) with I= G(w;) < G(v2), c(w;) < c(v,), such that 
G(v, , $3 ~3 ,..., urn) = G(ti). In this case we let w2 = 6,(v,) (where 
c(w2) = cm,(v,)), which is a winning I-strategy in the narrow sense. 
We present now an algorithm for computing the GSG-function. 
S&?b/33/1-5 
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Algorithm A for the GSG-Function 
1. (Initialize.) Put 0 into i and m, and v into G(u) and Jj(u) 
(0 < j < IF(u)]) for all u E V(R). (Here v denotes “unlabeled.“) 
2. (Label.) If there exists u E V,(R) such that no follower of u is labeled 
i and every follower of u which is either unlabeled or labeled a~ has a 
follower labeled i, then do the following: 
(a) put i + G(u), m -+ c(u), m + 1 + m, 
(b) for every u E F-‘(u) n (V, U VW) for which 6Ju) = v, put 
24 --f r&(u). 
Repeat 2. 
3. (co-label.) For every u E V,(R) which has no follower labeled i put 
GO -B G(u). 
4. (Increase label.) If V,(R) # 0, put i + 1 + i and return to 2; otherwise 
end. 
If the digraph is stored as an adjacency list (see, e.g., [ 1, pp. Sl-52]), 
linked by both rows and columns in the fashion of a sparse matrix (see [ 13, 
pp. 298-302]), then: 
(i) The number of steps of each iteration is O(] VI + ],!?I). Letting 
GMAX = max,.,/G(u) Q max,,,r]F(u)( < ] V], the algorithm is bounded by 
O((l VJ + ]E]) GMAX or by O((E] . GMAX) for a connected digraph. 
(ii) After the first iteration, N = V,, P = V,,, T= V”. Thus the N, P, 
T classification of R can be determined in only O(] V] + ]E]) steps, or O((E() 
for a connected digraph. 
(iii) The S,(U) provide winning j-strategies in the narrow sense (for 
example, for the disjunctive compound). 
THEOREM 3. The function G assigned by Algorithm A is a GSG-function 
with monotonic counter function c for eoery digruph R. 
Proof: (i) Let R be any digraph. Every u E V(R) gets exactly one label. 
For if in the ith iteration no u gets labeled i, then all unlabeled vertices get 
assigned co in step 3. It is also clear that c is monotonic. 
(ii) For every u such that G(u) = i < 00 and every 0 < j < i, there 
exists u E F(u) such that G(v) = j. For suppose that there exists u such that 
G(u) = i for which the claim does not hold. Then there exists 0 Q j < i such 
that G(v) = j for no u E F(u). During the jth iteration of the algorithm, u 
was clearly not labeled by j. Hence in step 3 of the kth iteration u was 
labeled co for some k < j, a contradiction. 
(iii) G(u) = i < 00 and u E F(u) * G(v) # G(u). This follows 
immediately from step 2 of the algorithm. This demonstrates A. 
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(iv) G(U) = i, v E F(u) and G(v) > G(u) 3 there exists w  E F(v) such 
that G(w) = i, c(w) < c(u). For in the ith iteration, v is either unlabeled or 
G(v) = co. Since u gets labeled in the ith iteration, step 2 implies existence of 
some w  E F(v) which was already labeled by i, and so c(w) < c(u). This 
demonstrates B. 
(v) G(U) = CL) * there exists v E F(u) such that G(v) = co(~), 
mex G(F(u)) @ K. For let mex G(F(u)) = i. For every 0 <i < i, there exists 
v E F(U) such that G(v) =j. Hence u is not labeled co in the jth iteration. 
Since v E F(u) + G(v) # i, u is labeled co in step 3 of the ith iteration. 
Moreover, since u was not labeled i in step 2 of the ith iteration, there exists 
v E F(u) with v unlabeled or G(v) = co, such that w  E F(v) * G(w) # i. If 
such a v is unlabeled, it got labeled co in step 3 of the ith iteration. This 
demonstrates C. I 
DEFINITION 4. Let R, R be digraphs. A mapping 2: V(R)-+ V(E) is 
called a D-morphism if for every u E V(R), 
where for any set S, n(s) = {J(s): s E S}; hence &S, U S,) = A(S,) U l(S,), 
and the subscripts R, x indicate the graph to which the corresponding 
followers belong. 
If R has no loops, then Definition 4 coincides with Banerji’s definition of a 
D-morphism. For acyclic and loopless digraphs, Banerji [2, Theorem 21 
proved that if R has a classical Sprague-Grundy function g, then the 
function g’(u) = g@(u)) is a g-function on R. 
If R, E have neighter cycles nor loops, then R has a g-function, and the g- 
function on the game-graph R determines a winning strategy there. Thus 1 
relates the winning strategy of R to that of K If either R or R has cycles or 
loops, R or R may not have a g-function. In the cyclic case, even if R or i? 
has a g-function, it does not necessarily determine a winning strategy. 
The next theorem relates the GSG-function of R (which always exists and 
always determines a strategy) to that of R under a D-morphism. 
THEOREM 4. Let R, R be digraphs, and 1: V(R) + V(E) a D-morphism. 
Then G@(u)) = G(u) for every u E Vf(R). 
Proof. Let K = {u E Vf(R): G@(u)) # G(u)}, k = min,,, (G@(u)), 
G(u)). If there exists v E K such that G@(v)) = k, then k < G(v) < co, and 
so there exists u E FL(v) such that G(u) = k. By (2), J(u) E F&(v))U 
Fi’(A(v)). Hence by A of Definition 1, G@(u)) > k, and so u E K. Let U= 
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Ro -c; 0 
G=k G=k G=k 
MU) A(v) X(w) 
Ro - == - 
G-k G=k G>k 
FIG. 1. An impossible situation. 
{u E K: G(u) = k}. Then K # 0 * Uf 0. Pick u E U with c(u) minimal. 
Then G(u) = k, G@(u)) > k. Suppose there exists U’ E F&(U)) such that 
G(v’) = k. By (l), there exists u E F,Ju) such that A(v) = v’. Thus 
G@(u)) = k, G(v) > k ( see Fig. 1). Hence there exists w  E F;(v) such that 
G(w) = k, c(w) < c(u). Now A(w) E F&(u)) U F’i ‘@(?.I)). Hence 
G@(w)) > k and so w  E U, contradicting the minimality of c(u). 
If 2r’ E F&(u)) * G(v’) # k, then G@(u)) = co. For every 0 <j < k, 
there exists u E F;(u) such that G(v) =j. By the minimality of k, 
W(u)) =j. BY (0 either A(u) E F#(u)), in which case B implies 
j E G(F(A(u))), or A(v) E FAA(u)). Thus in any case j E G(F(A(u))). Hence 
mex G@‘@(u))) = k. By C, there exists o’ E F&(U)) such that 
G(v’) = co(K), k&K. By (1) there exists u E FR(u) such that A(v) = u’. 
Now G(v) > k and so there exists w  E FL(v) such that G(w) = k, c(w) < c(u). 
Since A(w) E F#(v)) U Fi’(l(v)), we have G@(w)) > k by B; hence w  E U, 
contradicting the minimality of c(u). I 
COROLLARY 1. Let R 1, R 2, R be &graphs, and q: V(R ,) x V(R J + V(E) 
a mapping such that fir every (u, , u2) E V(R J x V(R2), 
Proojl Let R = %(R,, RJ be the disjunctive compound of R, and R,. 
For every (u,, Z.Q) E V(B(R,, R2)) = V(R,) x V(R,), define A: R + i? by 
&, d = rlh, d. Since J’i&,, %> = (u19 &&,)) U (J’k,(u,), ~4, (3) and 
(4) (with q replaced by A) imply (1) and (2). Thus G(ll(u, , u,)) = G(u, , UJ = 
G(u,) 0 G(u,) for all (u,, UJ E Vf(R,) x Vf(R,) by Theorems 4 and 2. 
Since ~(u,, u2) = L(u,, uz), the result follows. 1 
FIG. 2. A D-morphism which does not preserve G. 
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The following example shows that if u E V”(R), then a D-morphism does 
not preserve G in general. 
EXAMPLE 1. The mapping A: V(R)+ V(F) defined by L(ui) = vi 
(i= 1,2) (Fig. 2), is clearly a D-morphism, yet G(ui) = co, G(vi) < co 
(i= 1, 2). 
3. COMPUTATIONAL COMPLEXITY BACKGROUND 
One of the main issues of this work is the formulation of a polynomial 
algorithm to solve the provlem: Given a digraph R and a position in the 
annihilation game on R find the GSG-function value of this position, and a 
next move if this position is in N or in T. By “polynomial” we mean that the 
“running time” (= number of steps) of the algorithm is bounded from above 
by a polynomial in the size of its input. All relevant definitions and results 
from computational complexity theory can be found, say, in Aho et al. [ 11. 
Since the input to our problem is an arbitrary finite digraph R = (V, I?), 
the input size cannot be less than O(]E(), where for any set S, the cardinality 
of S is denoted by ] S 1. In order to show that our algorithm is polynomial, it 
thus suffices to prove the existence of a polynomial p such that the running 
time of the algorithm is bounded by p(IEl). 
We point out that the problem posed above is only just polynomial, in the 
sense that slight perturbations in various directions are already NP-hard. See 
Fraenkel and Yesha [ 111. In this connection we mention briefly other recent 
results which show that certain interesting games are trunspolynomiul (that 
is, NP-hard, Pspace-hard, Exptime-hard, etc.-see Garey and Johnson [ 121 
for these concepts). Shannon’s switching game was proven Pspace-complete 
by Even and Tarjan [4], and node kayles and a large number of Boolean 
type games were prove Pspace-complete by Schaefer [ 181. A number of 
Boolean type games were proven Exptime-complete by Stockmeyer and 
Chandra [20]. As for board games, checkers, go, gobang and hex were 
proven Pspace-hard on n x n boards [6, 14, 16, 171 and chess was proven 
Exptime-complete on an n x n board [7]. 
4. ABSTRACT K-GRAPHS 
If the m constituent games of a disjunctive compound have identical 
graphs Ri = R (1 < i < m), the game can be thought of as a single graph R 
on which m tokens are placed on m-not necessarily distinct-vertices. Each 
player at his turn selects one token and moves it to a neighboring vertex 
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along a directed edge. Of course u is its own neighbor if the graph contains a 
loop (U, U). 
An annihilation game on R is played in the same way, but with two dif- 
ferences: 
(i) On every vertex there is at most one token. 
(ii) If a token is moved from u to Y with u # u and u is occupied, both 
tokens are removed from the game (annihilation move). 
In a finite acyclic digraph without loops, annihilation moves do not affect 
the game’s final outcome. For when two tokens meet, but without 
annihilation, any move of one of these tokens by one player can be coun- 
tered by the other player making exactly the same move with the other 
token. After finitely many such “pursuit” moves, both tokens get in effect 
removed from the game, since both reach a sink. A slightly modified 
argument shows that the same conclusion holds for any finite digraph all of 
whose G-values are finite (see also the special case Coo = 0 of Theorem 7(v) 
below). 
The game-graph of an annihilation game on R is called the confrujunctiue 
compound of R, denoted by C(R). We proceed to express this concept more 
formally. If si, s2 ,..., s, are n-tuples over a field K with an addition operation 
0, we use the notation CjE, si = sr @ sz @ a.. 0 s,. (A special case of this 
is the nim-sum (Section 2).) 
We now order V(R), say, 
v(R) = (~1, -72 ,..., z,J. 
Then a position in the annihilation game can be described as U = (ul,..., u”) 
or zii = (ui ,..., uj’) over GF(2), where uk = 1 (uf = 1) if and only if there is a 
tokenonz,(l<k<n).Ifak=l (u~=l)andz,EF(z,),letti=C@i,@i, 
(tii = I& @ z;, 0 I;), w  h ere yj is an n-tuple over GF(2) with components zj = 1 
if i=j; zj=O if i#j (i,j= l,..., n). The relation ti = zi@ I;, @ Z; with 
uk = 1, and zI E F(zJ holds if and only if fi E F(zi), and is denoted by 
U= Fkl(rZ). Note that the move (U; fi) involves annihilation (“annihilation 
move”) if and only if u’= 1 and k # 1. If r?=Fk,(u), then FJrZ) is not 
always defined. But if both are defined, then: (i) F&) = I;,,@); (ii) the 
move from zi to F,JU) = FJzi) is an annihilation move if k # 1; and a non- 
annihilation move along a loop if k = 1. 
DEFINITION 5. For any digraph R with 1 V(R)1 = n define the graph (t(R) 
(contrajunctive compound of R) by: 
(i) V(C(R)) is the set of all n-tuples over GF(2). 
(ii) (25, r?) E E((E(R)) if r?= I;,,(C) f or some 1 < k, I< n, i.e., if B= 
U @ Z;, @ Z;, where uk = 1, zI E F(zk). 
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Notation. Let R be any digraph. For every W(R) c V(C(R)), denote the 
“even vertex set of IV” by w’“‘(R) = (ziE W(R): C;=i uk E 0 (mod 2)) and 
the “odd vertex set” by w”‘(R) = (IE W(R): xi=, uk = 1 (mod 2)}. 
Further, let C”‘(R) and C”‘(R) denote the vertex subgraphs of C(R) whose 
vertex sets are v’“‘(C(R)) and v”‘(C(R)), respectively. 
Notes. (i) The set of all followers of ziE V(C(R)) is given by 
F(‘) = u u Fkl(i)* 
uk= 1 z,“F(z,) 
(ii) The set V((I(R)) is an Abelian group under @ with identity @ = 
(O,..., 0) which is a sink of V(ct(R)). Every element is its own inverse. 
Moreover, V(a(R)) is a vector space over GF(2) satisfying 1 - ii = ii, 
0 - ii = @ for every ~2 E V@(R)). 
(iii) Define the set Z,(lX(R)) = (5 r,..., 2-,) of unit vectors by ~j = 
(2: ,***, I;), where zj = 1 if i =j; z: = 0 if i #:j (i,j= l,..., n). The vertex 
subgraph of C(R) whose vertex set is Z,@(R)) is isomorphic to V(R) under 
the mapping Z; + zj. Thus R can be imbedded in E(R). In the sequel it will 
often be convenient to consider R to be thus imbedded. 
(iv) Let R be a connected digraph. Then E(R) splits into the two 
connected components C”‘(R), C.“‘(R), each of which contains 2”- ’ 
vertices. 
LEMMA 1. Let Cl,..., U;, E V((E(R)), P= C;!!, tii. Then: 
(9 F(Q) E Uj= 1 (FM,) 0 C’ (+, iii), where for any set S, S @ ii = 
(S@ c: bE S). 
(ii) Uj= i (r;‘(~j) @ xi,, Ci) E F(C) U F-‘(C). 
(iii) Let fij = Fk,(Cj), k # 1, I?= Uj 0 C]+j iii. Then zi E F’(C) if and 
only if either 
(a) Uk = 0, or 
(b) U’ = 0, zk E F(z,). 
ProoJ Let BE F(I). Then B = Fk,(ii), uk = 1, zI E F(zk) for some 1 < 
k, 1<n. Hence uj= 1 for some l<j<h, and so 
proving (i). 
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NOW let r7 E U,“=, (P(zij) @ xi,j pi). Then for some 1 ,< j < h, 1 < 
k, I < n, k z 1, - ~ = Fk,(~j) 0 Cl+j Ui. Adding @ = iij@ zij to the two 
summands on the right, 
V=U@&@i, (uj” = 1, z, E F(z~)). (5) 
If uk = 1, then t7E F(U). If uk = 0, then vk = 1. Since (5) implies 
k E F(C) in this case, proving (ii). 
Note that (5) and (6) are valid also for part (iii). Suppose first that (a) 
holds. Then uk = 1, and so zi= Fk,(6). If (b) holds, then v’ = 1. This together 
with zk E F(z,) implies C = Fjk(fi). 
Conversely, suppose that GE: F’(C), say I= F,,(D). By (6), 
or 
U = F,,(u). 
In the former case, vk = 1 and so uk = 0. In the latter case v’ = 1 (hence 
U’ = 0), and zk E F(z~). m 





EXAMPLE 2. For the digraph R given in Fig. 3, the connected 
component (t”‘(R) of C(R) is given in Fig. 4. The vertices of R and C(R) 
FIGURE 3 FIGURE 4 
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are denoted by 4-tuples over GF(2), since R contains n = 4 vertices. Let 
ti=OllO, 6=0011. Then n@fl=OlOl, and F(ziOU)= (0110, lOOl}, 
F-‘(P@fi)= {1100,0011}. Also F(Q= {OOOO, lOlO},F(fi)= {OOOO,OlOl}, 
C@P(t7)UF(zT)CiJiT= {0110,1001,0011}, and so (7), (8) become (0110, 
1001)~ {0110,1001,0011}c_ (1100,0110,1001,0011}. Also note that 
0011=0110@0101 E ~~F(~)c~-~(5~~)=~-‘(0101). 
The relations (7), (8) are a special case of a D-morphism (Section 2). 
LEMMA 2. Let A: V(R) X V(R) -+ V(R) be a mapping such that for every 
(u, 9 ~2) E V(R) x VW, 
FWl~ uz)) c ~(ul~ WZ))U we ‘43 (9) 
~(ul~ F’(%))U W’W 4 s wu, 7 u*)) u ~-‘v.~% 3 &I>, (10) 
W(u, 7 uz), u2) = Ul , Ql> A@, 9 4)) = u2. (11) 
Zf G(u,) < co or G(u,) < CO, then G(A(u,, uz)) = G(u,) @ G(u,), where G is 
the GSG-function. 
Proof By symmetry we may assume G(u,) < co. If G(u,) < 00, the 
result follows directly from Corollary 1 (Section 2). So suppose G(u,) = 00. 
If G(;l(u,, u,)) < co, then (11) and Corollary 1 imply 
G(q) = ‘Wu,, Q,, u,))) = G(u,) 0 G(Q,, u,)) < 03, 
a contradiction. Hence G(A(u, , r+)) = co. Suppose that the statement is false. 
Then there exist u,, u2 with G(u,) < co, G(uJ = 03, c(u,) minimal such that 
GW,~ ud) + G(u,) 0 G(Q, i.e., A4 # L @ G(u,), where G(u,) = a(L), 
Wu, , 14) = ao(W. 
Let d E L @ G(u,). Then d, E L, where d, = d @ G(u,). Let va E F’(u2) 
satisfy G(Q) = d,. Then G(ll(u,, v,)) = G(u,) @ d, = d by Corollary 1. By 
(IO), l(u,, v2) E F(A(u,, u?)) U F-‘@(u,, u2)). Hence B of Definition 1 
implies d E M. 
Now let d E M, v E F(;l(u,, u2)) such that G(v) = d. By (9), v E 
n((u,, F(Q)) U (F(u,), Q)). There are two cases: 
I. v = A(u,, vl), v2 E F(uz). If G(v2) = co, then G(v) = co # d. Hence 
G(Q) E L. By Corollary 1, d = G(v) = G(u,) @ G(v,) E G(u,) @ L. 
II. v = I(v,, ur), vi E F(u,). If G(v,) < co, then G(v) = 00, since we 
showed already above that G(u,) < co, G(u2) = 00 + G(a(u,, q)) = co. 
Hence G(v,) = co. There exists W, E F’(v,) satisfying G(w,) = G(u,), 
c(w,) < c(u,). Let w  = n(w,, u2). By the minimality of c(u,), G(w) = 
oo(L @ G(w,)) = oo(L @ G(u,)). Moreover, w  E F(v) U F-‘(v) by (10) and 
G(v)=d. Hence dEL@ G(u,) by B, and so M=L @ G(u,), a 
contradiction. I 
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DEFINITION 6. An abstract a-graph is a digraph C whose vertex set 
V(C) forms a vector space under addition @ over GF(2) with identity @, 
satisfying for every u, u E V(C), 
F(u@v)Eu@F(V)uF(u)@v, (12) 
u @ F’(u) U F’(u) @ u G F(u @ v) U F-‘(u @ v), (13) 
F( @) = 0. 
Corollary 2 and Note (ii) above show that the contrajunctive compound 
O(R) is an example of an abstract a-graph. 
For studying abstract a-graphs, we start by stating a result on the 
extension of homomorphisms in vector spaces. We denote the vector space of 
all n-tuples over K by K” = Kz. For t < n, let 
K; = {(a, ,..., a,,): a,EK (1 <i<n), aj=O (t+ 1 <j<n)}. 
Then KY z K: = K’ (where g denotes isomorphism) under the mapping 
v: KY -t K: defined by v(a) =/I, where a = (a, ,..., aI, 0 ,..., 0) (n - t trailing 
O’s), /? = (a, ,..., at). Since in the application K = GF(2), we also use the 
notation GF(2)“, GF(2)’ for K”, K’ in the sequel. 
LEMMA 3. Let V be an n-dimensional vector space over afield K, U an 
(m + t)-dimensional subspace, and T a homomorphism from U onto K’. Then 
there exists a (not necessarily unique) homomorphism Ffrom V onto K”-“‘, 
such that v E U if and onfy if v@(u)) = T(u). 
Proof: There exists an (n - m - t)-dimensional subspace W of V, such 
that V is the (internal) direct sum: V = iY@ W. Every u E V can be written 
uniquely in the form v = u 0 w, where u E U, w E W. Let B be any 
isomorphism from W onto Knpmbt, f the (external) direct sum of T and B, 
i.e., F(u) = (T(u), B(w)). Clearly F is a homomorphism from V onto K”+“. 
Also u E U, if and only if o@(u)) = v(T(v), 0) = T(v). 1 
The following theorem gives the main properties of the GSG-function G 
on an abstract (C-graph. In the sequel, the values of G are taken to be binary 
vectors but with the most significant bit at the right end. 
THEOREM 5. Let C be an abstract (t-graph. 1 V(C)1 = n, u, v E V(C) 
and G the GSG-function on C. Then: 
(i) G(u) < co * G(u @ U) = G(u) @ G(v). 
(ii) V,(C) and Vf(C) (defined in Section 2) are linear subspaces of 
V(C). Moreover, G is a homomorphism from Vf(C) onto GF(2)’ for some 
t > 0 with kernel V,,(C), and quotient space {V,(C): 0 < i < 2’} = 
Vf(C)/V,,(C), dim(@(C)) = m + t, where m 7 dim(V,(C)). 
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(iii) There exists a homomorphism Hfrom V(C) onto GF(2)“-“, with 
kernel V,,(C), such that G(u) < a3 if and only if v(H(u)) = G(u), i.e., the 
n - m - t rightmost bits of H(u) are zero. Hence G(u) = 00 if and only if 
H(u) 6Z GF(2);. Moreover, H(u) = H(v) =S G(u) = G(u). In particular, 
x E V(C)/ V,(C), u, u E X* G(u) = G(u). 
Proof: (i) Define a mapping A: V(C) X V(C) + V(C) by n(u, u) = u @ U. 
Then (12), (13) imply (9), (lo), and the result follows directly from 
Lemma 2. 
(ii) By (i), u, u E V’(C) =c u @ u E Vf(C). Also @ E Vf(C). Hence 
Vf(C) is a linear subspace of V(C). Moreover, (i) implies that G is a 
homomorphism from Vf(C) into GF(2)’ for sme 0 < t < n, since 
G(l . u) = G(u), G(0 . U) = G(Q) = 0. If G(u) = j, then for every 0 < i < j, 
there exists u E F(u) such that G(u) = i. This implies that G is onto GF(2)‘. 
The kernel of G is V,(C) by definition; hence V,,(C) is a linear subspace of 
Vf(C) and consequenly of V(C). Now m is the dimension of the kernel of G, 
and t is the dimension of the range of G over Vf(C). Hence dim(Vf(C)) = 
m + t. Since V,(C) is, in particular, a subgroup of V(C), its cosets have the 
form Vi(C) = w @ V,,(C) E V’(C)/V,(C) for some w E Vi(C) and every 0 < 
i < 2’; and for every w  E vf(C) we have w  @ V,(C) = Vi(C) for some 
i = G(w). 
(iii) There exists an (n - m - t)-dimensional subspace W of V, such 
that V is the direct sum V = Vf(C) @ W. Thus every u E V(C) can be 
written uniquely in the form u = u @ w, u E V’(C), w E W. Let B be any 
isomorphism from W onto GF(2)“-m-t, and let H(u) = (G(u), B(w)). By 
Lemma 3, H is a homomorphism from V(C) onto GF(2)“-‘“, the kernel of 
which is clearly V,(C). Moreover, u E V/(C) if and only if v(H(u)) = G(u). 
Let u1,u2E V(C), u,=u,@wl, u,=u,@w,, u,,uzE V’(C), w,,w,E W, 
Wu,) = (Wd, B(w,)), H(uJ = (W,), B(w&). Suppose that H(u,) = H(4. 
Then G(u,)= G(z+) and wi = wr (since B is l-l). By (i), G(u,) = 
‘34 0 G(w,) = G(d 0 G(w& = ‘W,). 1 
EXAMPLE 3. Consider the graph R of Fig. 5. The component E”‘(R) of 
E(R) is given in Fig. 6. We use the same notation of vertices as in 
Example 2. 
Computing the GSG-function G on LI”‘(R) gives 
v, = (oooo, OlOl}, v,= {0110,0011}=0110~ v,, 
v,= (1100,1001}= llOO@ v,, v3= (1010,1111}= lOlO@ vo. 
This shows that t = 2, m = 1. Note that fl= {OlOl, 0110, 1100) is a basis of 
V’. Adjoin the vertex 1000 to complete /3’ to a basis /I = VU { lOOO} for 
V@(R)), which can be written as the direct sum: V((f;(R)) = V’(E(R)) 0 W, 
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1000 0100 
FIGURE 5 FIGURE 6 
where W is the linear subspace with basis (1000). Define B: W-, GF(2)’ by 
B(1000) = 1. Each CE V(a(R)) can be written uniquely in the form P= 
zI1 @ U;, where C, E Vf(a(R)), i& E W, and from this H(C) = (G(C,), B(ti,)) 
can be computed. This is exhibited in Table I for the four vertices of R. 
From this H and hence G can be computed for every CE V(Ci(R)). Thus 
H(lO1O) = H(OOlO@ 1000) = H(OO1O) @ H(lOO0) = 1110 001 = 110. 
Since the rightmost position (n -m - t = 1) of H is zero, we have by 
Theorem 5(iii), v(H(zT)) = ~(110) = 11 = G(U) in binary, that is, G(u) = 3 in 
decimal. However, H(1011)=H(1000)@H(0010)@H(0001)=001@ 
111 @ 011 = 101. Since the rightmost position is 1, we have G( 1011) = co. 
EXAMPLE 4. We exhibit an abstract K-graph which is not the contra- 
junctive compound of any digraph. Let C be the game-graph of a Nim-heap 
with m = 2” vertices numbered 0, l,..., 2” - 1. (The case n = 2 is given in 
Fig. 7.) Then V(C) is a vector space under addition @ over GF(2), and 
F(G)=0 for @=O. 
Since k E F(u @ u) o k < u @ v, the basic property of nim-sum implies 
(12); and (13) holds since I;(u @ u) U F-‘(u @ v) includes all vertices except 
TABLE I 
1000 0000 1000 001 
0100 1100 1000 011 
0010 1010 1000 111 
0001 1001 1000 011 
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FIGURE 7 
u @ u. Moreover, vertex 2” - 1 has 2” - 1 followers, whereas a vertex in any 
contrajunctive compound with 2” vertices has at most O(n*) followers. This 
is the case because the followers of U in any contrajunctive compound are a 
subset of the set (~7 @ Z;, @ Z; : 1 < k < I< n} (Definition 5), which has 
(z) + 1 members. Hence for n sufficiently large, C is an abstract a-graph 
which is neither the contrajunctive compound a(R) nor (S(‘)(R) of any 
digraph. 
Notation for abstract a-graphs. The linear span of a set S of vectors 
over a given field is denoted by X?(S). If C is an abstract K-graph, let 
S(C) = {u E V(C): F(u) = PI} (the set of sinks of C), 
E,(C) = {x 0 y: x E V(C), y E F(x)} - {@}, 
E*(C) = {x 0 y: x E qc), Y E W(x))} - {@I, 
A,(C) = (4(c) f-7 v,(c)) u s(c), 
q = 2’ - 1, where 2’ - 1 = max,,,(G(u)) (existence of such t 
follows from Theorem 5(ii)), 
Wj(C) = i, Vi(C) (that is, Wj(C) = set of all positions whose 
i=l 
GSG-value < j), for j = 2k - 1 (0 < k Q t). 
We shall now show that G on any vertex of any abstract a-graph C can 
be computed from S(C) and the G-values on E, and E,. 
THEOREM 6. Let C be any abstract a-graph. Then 
(0 vow = 2!(Ao(C))* 
(ii) {G(u): u E V’(C)} = {G(u): u E ((E,(C) n Vf(C)) U {Q})}. 
(iii) Vi(C) = wi @ V,(C), where wi E ((E,(C) n Vf(C)) U {@}), 
G(Wi) = i (0 < i < 2’). 
(iv) Wj is a linear subspace of Vf and Wi(C)=f!(Ao(C)U(E,(C)n 
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Wi(C))), j = 2k - 1, 0 Q k < t. In particular, Vf(C) = W,(C) = X?@,(C) U 
(4 cc> f-l W))). 
(v) G(u)= co(L), L #0=s uE z@ V,,(C) for some z EE,(C)U 
E*(C), and G(z) = co(L). 
Proof (i) Clearly !i?(A,(C)) E V,(C). If the result is false, let u with 
c(u) minimal satisfy u E V,(C), u &X!@,(C)). In particular, u @ S(C). 
Hence there exist u E F(u) and WE F(v)n V,,(C) with c(w) ( c(u). 
Therefore w  E 2(,4,(C)). Let z = u @ W. Then z E E2(C) n V,(C) c A,(C). 
Since Q@,,(C)) is a subspace, it follows that u = z 0 w  E L?@,(C)), a con- 
tradiction. 
(ii) Denote the left-hand set by S, and the right-hand set by S,. 
Clearly S,GS,. Let jES,. If j=O, then j=G(@)ES,. If j>O, pick 
u E V,(C). There exists u E F(u) such that G(v) = 0. Let w  = u @ U. Then 
w  E E,(C) n VfcC) and G(w) = j. 
(iii) By Theorem 5(ii), Vi(C) = ui @ V,,(C) for any ui E Vi(C). By (ii) 
there exists wi E ((E,(C)n Vf(C))U (@}) such that G(wi) = i. 
(iv) Let U, u E Wj. Then G(u @ U) = G(U) @ G(v) < j = 2k - 1, and 
also @ E Wj. Hence Wj is a linear subspace of V’. Clearly 
A,U(E,n Wj)~ Wj; hence L?(A,U(E,n W,))c Wj. Let uE Wj. If 
UE v,, then by (i), u E t(A,,) s E(A, U (E, n Wj)). Otherwise let 
u E F(u)n v,, w=u@v. Then wEEIn Wj, and u=w@vE 
WE, n WjPJ&) by (0. 
(v) Let j E L, u E F(u) with G(v) = j. If j = 0, let z = u 0 U. Then 
z E E,(C), G(z) = G(u) @ G(u) = co(L), and u = z @ u E z 0 V,(C). If 
j > 0, let w  E F(v) r7 V,(C), z = u @ w. Then z E E,(C), G(z) = co(L), and 
u=z@wEz@ VJC). I 
5. THE CONTR~~UNCTIVE COMPOUND 
Recall that E(R) is an abstract E-graph, and that by Theorem 6(iv), 
4l(W)) u (E,(W) n ww>N) is a generating set of V’(c(R)). This 
leads to one of the two main results, namely, that there exists a basis of 
@E(R) which is contained in a subgraph comprising O(n’) vertices and 
O(n’) edges. Moreover, the Restriction Principle below implies that G can be 
computed polynomially on this subgraph. From this a basis of V’@(R)) can 
be computed, to be extended to a basis of (V(&(R))). Then the 
homomorphism H can be computed by standard linear-algebra elimination 
techniques over. GF(2). 
DEFINITION 7. Let R be any digraph. A subset WG V(R) is called a 
restriction of V(R) if F(W) c W. 
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LEMMA 4 (Restriction Principle). Let W be a restriction of V(R), R’ the 
vertex subgraph of R whose vertex set is W. Then the GSG-function as 
computed on R’ alone (without considering R) is identical with the GSG- 
function on R, restricted to W. 
Proof. Let G’ be the GSG-function on R restricted to W = V(R ‘). Since 
u E V(R’)=z- FR,(u) = FR(u), Definition 1 (Section 2) shows that G’ is a 
GSG-function on R’ 1 
Notation for contrajunctiue compounds. To simplify the notation, we 
shall write j? for K(R) throughout, where R is any digraph with 1 V(R)\ = n 
and V(R) = (zl, z2 ,..., z,). Let 
CEV(iF): 2 uk=i , 
k=l I 
that is, the set of all zi with i l-bits (see notation in Section 4, prior to 
Definition 5), 
and 
Yf ‘(i?) = Y’(B) n V’(E), 
Q;(E) = Y’(E) n V,.(R), 
w;(E) = Y’(E) n Wj(E), 
B(E) = Y’(iq n S(R), 
Q,<@ = Q:(E) u Q:(R) U B(E), 
uk<m , 
I 
that is, the set of all ti with at most m l-bits. If ziE V(K), we denote its 
transpose by C’. For ZI E V(x)), let zi,E V(K) be defined by uf” = 1 if and 
only if uk = 1 and zk E VI(R) (1 < k < n). Also zi, = zi @ zi;. 
DEFINITION 8. The standard basis of V(z) is the set of unit vectors 
Cf , ,..., i,), where zj = 1 if i = j; 0 otherwise (1 < j < n). 
THEOREM 7. Let R be any digraph, ( V(R)1 = n, R= C(R) the contra- 
junctive compound of R. Then 
(i) E,(R) C Y’(X)), E,(E) s Y’(E) U Y4(R), S(E) = O(B(E)). 
(ii) Wj(x) = S!(Q&) U Wj@)), j = 2k - 1, 0 Q k Q t. In particular, 
&‘,(@ = 2(Qo(&), @CR) = WQ,(R) U Yf ‘(ED 
(iii) {G(a): ZZ E Vf(K)} = (G(C): P E Yf *(x) U (CD’) }. Furthermore, t < 
1 + log, n. 
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(iv) G(C) = co(L), L # 0 =sfiE.F@ V,(X) for some iE Y2(X)U 
Y4(@ with G(F) = a(L). 
(v) G(d) = G(g,) @ CA;= 1 G(z& [ 5, Theorem III]. 
Proox (i) If V=U@~~@Z;, W=V@Z,@fq, then zi@v7=3, where 
x=Fk@z;. If ff#@, th en JJj”=lti=2; J=ri@W=~~@r;@~P@Z,. 
Hence if v# @, then Cj”= i y = 2 or 4. The last part follows from the 
definition of a sink. 
(ii) By Theorem 6(iv), 
(E,@n W,$I))* 
W,(R) = i?((E,(iq n V&j) u S(Rj u 
BE (9, _E,(@ n vd@ G Q&6 U Qi<$, E,@n 
W,(R) c Y*(R) n W,(R) = W?(R). Hence w,(R) E W,(R) U w;(R)), 
where we used C(S, U f?(S,)) = f?(S, U S,) for sets S, and S,. The opposite 
inclusion is obvious. The two special cases follow from W,‘(R) = 
Y*(E) n W,(x) = Y2(K) n V,,(E) = Q:(E), 
V(R) c Y*(R) n V(X) = Yf*(k). 
and E,@) n w&l?) = E,(R) n 
(iii) By (i) and Theorem 6(ii), {G(U): U E Vf(R)} E {G(E): zi E 
Yf*(E) U { @} }, and the opposite inclusion is obvious. The out-degree of any 
EE Yf*(E) is clearly at most 2n - 1. Hence 2’ - 1 ,< 2n - 1 3 t < 
1 + log, n. 
(iv) Follows from (i) and from Theorem 6(v). 
(v) The set Z,(E) = (I, ,..., I-,) of unit vectors is a restriction of V(E) 
and is isomorphic to V(R). Hence G(fJ = G(z,) (1 < i < n). By 
Theorem 5(i), G(C) = G(z&,) @ G(u,). Now U;= cl*,=, Z;,. By repeated use Of 
Theorem 5(i), G(17,) = c& 1 G(t-,) = c$ i G(z&. 1 
Notation. If A is a matrix with m columns, its ith column is denoted by 
Ai, and A = /]A, ,..., A,/(. 
DEFINITION 9. An n x m matrix D of rank k is said to be in row-echelon 
form if: 
(i) There are k columns numbered 1 < i, < . .. < i, < m which are 
the unit vectors r;,..., FL, respectively (Definition 8). 
(ii) If 1 < j < i,, then Dj is the zero vector. 
(iii) If i, < j ( i,+l, then the last n - 1 elements of D, are zero 
(1 < 1~ k). Ifj > i,, the last n - k elements of Dj are zero. 
For details see, e.g., Noble [ 151. 
THEOREM 8. The following can be computed in O(n”) steps: 
A basis PO = {6, ,..., b-,} of V,,(z)), where bi E Q,,(E) (1 < i < m). 
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Vectors fli E Yf*(l%) such that G(CJ = 2’-’ (1 < i < t). Furthermore, p’= 
151 T-*-9 fit} U & is a basis of @(R). 
Vectors 17, ,..., I?+,,+, such that /.I= {@ ,,..., k,-,-t}Ufl is a basis 
of V(E). 
An n x n matrix r over GF(2) such that for every U E V(x), r. U’ = 
E,)’ is the coordinate vector of U in the basis /?, i.e., C = C;!J, E& @ 
m+t+iBi. Furthermore, H(zi)= (E,,, ,..., en) is a 
homomorphism saksfying Theorem S(iii). 
A function Si, which is the c&-function for the vertex subgraph R ’ of I? 
with vertex set ( f14](E) n v”‘(R)) U B(Z?), and functions Sf which are the 
Jj-functions for the vertex subgraph R ” of R with vertex set 
V’*‘(E) n V”‘(E) (0 < j < 2’). (I/“’ was defined in Section 4 and the 6- 
functions in Section 2.) 
The proof of Theorem 8 is effected by the following algorithm. 
Algorithm B for the GSG-Function on V@%(R)) 
Input: A digraph R with 1 V(R)1 = n. 
OutPUt: PO, flv P, r, H(Fi), w  h ere the ,Fi are unit vectors (1 < i < n), &(ii) 
for all z? E V(R’) n N, Sj( -) f u or all U E V(R “) n N (0 < j < 2'). 
Note: Since H is a homomorphism satisfying Theorem S(iii), H(Fi) 
(1 < i < n) completely determines G on V(R). 
Procedure: (i) Construct the vertex subgraph R’. This involves 
generating all subsets of V(R) with two and four elements, together with @ 
and Y’ n S(E). (This subgraph has O(n4) vertices and O(n5) edges.) 
(ii) Apply the first iteration of Algorithm A (Section 2) to R ’ 
(N, P, T labeling). Store Q,(R) = Q:(K) U Q:(K) U I?(&) and {6:(C): 
C E A,(R’)}, sorted in monotonic order of the numerical value of the vertices 
P (O(n’) steps). 
(iii) Apply Algorithm A to the vertex subgraph R”. This yields G for 
all elements of Yf ‘(K)), and from this the following is found and stored: the 
ct, t and 6; (0 < j < 2’) (O(n”) steps). 
(iv) Constr_uct a matrix M = 116; ,..., @L,’ r7; ,..., v;‘, I; ,..., .F;ll, where 
(CT; ,..., ti;} = Qo(R), 8, E Yf *(R) with G(ci) = 2’-’ (1 < i < t), and Fi ,..., ,FA 
are the unit vectors. (O(n’) steps, since it4 is of order n x O(n”).) 
(v) By elementary row transformations over GF(2), transform M into 
a matrix D in row-echelon form (O(n6) steps). 
(vi) Let 1 Qi, < ... < i, Q p + t + n be the indices of D mentioned in 
Definition 9. Store the basis /30 = {&I*,,..., Mi,} and m, where m is the largest 
integer such that i, < p. Also store the bases sf = {Mim+,,..., Mi,+,} Up, and 
P = w:m+L,+I~..., Mfm}Upf, and the matrix r=IIDg+t+,,...,Dp+t+nll. Then 
H(z;.) = (EL+ 1)..., of), where r. 5; = (sf ,..., EL)’ (1 < i < n). 
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Validity proof of Algorithm B. By the definition of Qo, Q,(E) = 
V(R ‘) n V@). Thus by the Restriction Principle (Lemma 4), the 
application of the first iteration of Algorithm A to R’ yields Q,(x) and 
{6;(U): kE A,(R’)}. Al so V(R”) is a restriction of V(R). Therefore the 
application of Algorithm A to R” yields Yf *(k), hence the Ui, t and the 6,; 
(0 < j < 2’), establishing the validity of (ii) and (iii). 
The matrix M= IJMi,..., Mp+l+,,ll constructed in step (iv) has clearly rank 
n. For the matrix D obtained in (v), let 1 < i, < . . . ( i, < p + t + n be as in 
Definition 9. Let 1 < j < p + t + n, r the largest integer such that i, < j, 
M”’ = II&f, ,..., M,ll, D”‘= IID,,‘.., Djll and E = E, *.. E,, where E,,...,E$ 
are the elementary row transformation matrices used in transforming M to 
D. Then D”’ = EM”‘. Since E is non-singular, D(j) and M”’ have the same 
rank. Definition 9 implies that Di ,,..., Dir is a basis of the subspace of V(F) 
spanned by the columns of D”‘. Since Di, = EMi, (1 < I < r), Mi, ,..., Mir 
is a basis for the subspace spanned by Mi,..., Mj. It follows that 
PO = I”i, v**v Mi,} is a basis of V,,(K) if m is the largest integer such that 
i, ,< p, since Q,(E) = {g;,..., EL} and Q,(E) is a generating set of V,,(l?) 
(Theorem 7(ii)). By Theorem 5(i), 
Thus since dim Vf(x) = m + t and since b, ,,.., b-,, 5, ,..., tit are linearly 
independent over GF(2), 
P’=PCl u I”im+,Y**3 Mi,+,} =PIJ” (“ig+lY.*, Mi,+t} 
= (6, )...) b-,, u, ,...) fit} 
is a basis of V’(E). 
The same argument used in showing that M,,,..., zi, is a basis of V,@) 
shows that p = pfU (Mim+,+ ,,..., 
A = IIMilv-*, Mi,ll 
M,,} is a basis of V(R). Thus the columns of 
are the coordinates of the elements of B in the standard 
basis. Then clearly A-’ effects the change of basis from the standard basis to 
the basis /I, namely, A-%’ = (6, ,..., EJ’, where (E, ,..., E,) is the coordinate 
vector of C in the basis p. 
Moreover, E. (ITi ,..,, .F; 11 = EI = E = II DP+t+ ,,..., Dp+(+” I( = r, and 
E . llMt ,,..., M, 11 = IID, ,,..., DJ = III: ,..., f;lI =I. Hence r= A-‘, estab- 
lishing the vali”dity of (vi). 
To complete the proof of Theorem 8 we note that H is a homomorphism 
from V(z) onto GF(2)“-“’ with kernel V,(x). Also tie Vf(E) o ei = 0 
(m + t + 1 < i < n o v(H(C)) = (E,+ 1 ,..., c,+J = G(zi) in its binary vector 
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form (with its most significant bit on the right, both here and below), since 
G(U) = C;:, E m+L2i-1 by Theorem 5(i). 
Let ii, UE V(R), r. zi’ = (si ,..., E,)‘, r. 0’ = ((p, ,..., 9,)‘. Then H(zi) = 
iY(C)CSEi=(Pi (1 <i<?Z-t?Z). Let Cr=‘=,+,+l ei*)i=GE, Cy=,+,+l CpiWi= 
By Theorem 5(i), G(C) = G(a,) 0 xi!., E,+~G(U;) = G(iC,) 0 
2;il 9,+,G(v;) = G(B). 1 
EXAMPLE 5. Let R be the graph given in Fig. 8. It is convenient to use 
the decimal equivalents of the corresponding Stuples over GF(2). That is, 
the binary (E 1 ,..., E& is replaced by x:=1 ~~2~~‘. Thus (10110) is replaced by 
13, (01001) by 18, etc. 
Applying steps (i)-(iii) of Algorithm B gives 
Q:(R) = (5, 101, Q@-)= (151, W) = {@), 
yf*(@ = Q;<@ U Q:<%, Q;(E) = (3, 6, 9, 12}. 
From this a matrix M is constructed, and elimination leads to the following 
matrix D in row-echelon form: 
~=~~~~~~~~~~)~...~~~~~~~~~~~)=D. 
From D and M we get &,= {S, lo}, @= (5, 10,3}, /I= {S, 10,3, 1, 16}, 




From this we get r. Fi = r. 1 = r. (10000)’ = (00010)’ = 8. To get H( 1) 
from r. 1 delete E ,,..., E, (Theorem B), in the present case, E, (= 0) and s2 
(= 0). Thus H(1) = (010) = 2. Similarly, H(2) = 3, H(4) = 2, H(8) = 3, 
H( 16) = 4. Note that the values of H on the unit vectors are obtained by 
deleting the first m (= 2) rows of r. From these H-values we can get all G- 
values. For example, H(3) = H( I @ 2) = H( 1) @ H(2) = 2 0 3 = 1 = (100) 
in binary. Now n - m - t = 2. Since the two rightmost bits of the binary 
representation of H(3) are 0, Theorem S(iii) implies G(3) = H(3) = 1. 
Similarly, H(20)=H(4@ 16)=H(4)@H(16)=2@4=6=(011) in 
binary. Since the two rightmost bits are not 0, we have G(20) = co. 
If we reverse the direction of edge (2, 1) in Fig. 8, but leave all the others 
unchanged, we get Q,(E) and Q:(E) as above, but t = 2, Q: = { 18,23, 
24,29}, Q: = { 17,20,27,30}. Hence 
/o 0 1 0 o\ 
r: 
0 0 o- 1 0 
=01011, 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 
\l 1 1 1 I/ 
H( 16) = 7, H(8) = 5, H(4) = 4, H(2) = 5, H( 1) = 4. Now n - m - t = 1, and 
therefore H(3) = 1 = G(3) as before (since Ed = 0). Also H(20) = 
H(4) @ H( 16) = 4 0 7 = 3 = (110) in binary. Since sg = 0, we have now 
G(20) = H(20) = 3. 
6. A WINNING STRATEGY FOR THE CONTRAJUNCTIVE COMPOUND 
The main purpose of this section is to give a method for winning the 
annihilation game, when starting from an N-position, in O(n”) moves and 
O(n”) computation steps. 
Forcing a draw. By using r, the N, P, T membership of any C E V(E) 
can be decided in O(n*) steps. If C E T, then V E F(C) n T can be found 
polynomially by scanning F(U) ((F(ti))l < n’). Similarly, if C E N, then 
BE F(E) n P can be found polynomially. This, however, does not guarantee 
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a win, because of the possibility of cycling and never reaching a sink. 
Nevertheless, the strategy of moving from PEN to any r7E F(C) n P 
guarantees a non-losing outcome. 
Forcing a win. The problem of cycling is overcome by the method 
described below. 
DEFINITION 10. Let W(K) G V(E), ziE V(E). A representation z.Z= 
CC *,***, z?,,) of ii over W is a subset {tii ,..., ti,,} G W, pi # @ (1 < i < h), such 
that C=,U(C) = XI!!, z&.. We also call zi= (a i ,..., r&J simply a representation 
of ti when the subset W is indicated by the context. The emty representation 
is denoted by 5. 
Notes. (i) For every set S, let n(S) denote the set of all subsets of S. 
As usual, the symmetric different fU y - 2f7 y’ is denoted by x’@ ~7 
(ii) If S = {x’, ,..., Zm}, Zi E n(V@)) (1 < i < m), then, as customary, 
we define p(S) = lJy!, ,u(&); h ence P(S, U S,) = PU(S,) U iuP,). 
(iii) Every ii~ V,,(R) has a representation over Q,(R), since Q, is a 
generating set of V,. 
For 6 = (zi, ,..., zi,J E z(I@)), define a follower function for represen- 
tations by 
F(I; lzj, fTj) = (u’@ {lIj, lTj}) - (@), 
where U, E zi, 6, E FK(tij) for any 1 Q j < h. Note that fl(C, zij, Cj) is a 
representation of p(C) @ fij @ fij = C;+j rI, 0 fij over V(E). We also define 
F(c) = i, (J F(@ lij, Oj), F(c) = F(c) - {C}. 
j= I ITjsF(Cj) 
LEMMA 5. For every ti = (U, ,..., ~7~) E T( P’(E)) with ii = ,u(u$ we have: 
(9 J’Cu(u’)) E d&N. 
(ii) ,@‘(C)) E F@(C)) U F-‘@(zi)). 
(iii) Let ii = F(k zij, Vj), where Vi = Fk,(Cj), k # 1. Then p(C) E F@(C)) 
if and only if either: (a) uk = 0, or (b) u’ = 0, zk E F(z,). 
Proof: P@(@) = P(Uih_l UH.~F(~T.) (U 0 {U;., 3))) = P(Uj”=l Cc 0 
(U;., F(zIj)})) = U,“=, (F(Ej) 0 Cl,:. zZi)i Similarly, p(F’(z7)) = lJj’=, (F’(zij) 0 
CIzj Ei)e 
Now apply Lemma 1. 1 
Let c be a counter function on V(R’) = (Vt4’(R) n Y”‘(R)) U B(R). For 
u’= (zi, ,...) Is,) E Q,(E), define F(zii = C:=, c(zZi). Note that there exists c = 
O(n”). Hence c’= O(d). 
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THEOREM 9. A function A, can be computed in polynomial time, such 
that if zi = (ii, ,..., r&J 5 Q,(E), ~(6) E Ft,u(4), then A,(zi, P(C)) = I? c Q,(R>, 
P($ E Q(v3) n Q,(R), 3@) < c’(4. 
Note. ,u(v7 E F’(,u(C)) since p(C) E V,,(R). 
ProoJ Let ~(v’“) E F@(C)). By Lemma 5(i) we may assume ~7’ = 
F(‘(u”; C, , fll), where pi = Fk,(zi,). Since G(B,) > 0, we have r7, # zii (1 Q i Q h), 
and so Co = (fii, U;,..., zi,,) is the representation of fil @ JJ;!!, ~7~ over V(x). 
The computation of C1 requires O(n) steps, and 8, E V(R’). Let ti, = Ji(fl,), 
where ai E F(6,) is located in the output of Algorithm B in O(log n) 
steps. Then Wi E Q,(E)n V(R’), and by B of Definition 1, c(W,) < c(C,); 
hence c?($“) < E((o, where do = (t3,, U; ,..., Is,) if tii # zZi (2 < i < h), 6’ = 
- - z&} otherwise, and in any case Jo c Q,(R) n p(v”). By 
~;;;;,“;g;(;+ F@@i3)) ” p- l(@?))~ 
If p($‘“) E F@(g)), we let /1(zi,,,11(3’)) = Co, which satisfies the desired 
requirements. If ~(f?“) E F@(3’)), we replace the ancestor ,u(C) of ~(8’) by 
its ancestor p(@‘) with representation Co. This results in a new represen- 
tation 3 of p(C”) =p(t?‘). Using 8: as before, we get r?i c Q,(E), 
?((3’) < E($‘), with u($‘) E Ir@(??)) U F-‘(~(6’)). 
This process thus leads to the formation of two sequences Co, d’,... and 
-0 -1 
w ) w ,a.., where ,a(~?“) = p(fii) (i = 1, 2,...), 3’ s Qo(R), ~(r?‘) E F@(v”)) U 
F-‘@(z?‘)) (i = 0, l,...). Since ?((a”) > E(@‘) > ..., these sequences must be 
finite. In fact, each sequence has at most O(d) terms. Hence there exists 
j = O(n’) such that ~(t.?) E F@(ti)). We then define A,(~‘,~(I?)) = ti, 
which satisfies the desired requirements. 
Finally, it can be decided in O(n) steps whether ,u(G”) E F@(v”)) or 
,u(t?) E F@(a’)) by using Lemma 5(iii). I 
THEOREM 10. If player A moves from any N-position or player B moves 
from any P-position in an annihilation game, player A can win the game in 
O(n’) moves using an O(n”) step computation. 
Proof: We apply Algorithm B to R, and store the H(fi) (1 < i < n) (or 
compute them anew whenever needed). Without loss of generality we may 
assume that player B moves from zZ” E P, because if player A starts from 
some BE N, he can scan I;(B) (IF(C)1 Q n’) and use the H(Z;) to locate and 
move to r? E F(t7) n P. 
Player A now computes r. ~7”’ =(Ei ,..., E,, 0 ,..., 0) (O(n”) steps), and so 
Co = (6,: q = 1 (1 < i < m)} c Qo(R), ,u(u”) = 2’. If B moves to some 
~7’ E F(C’), then A computes ~7’ =Ao(rZo, ~7”) in polynomial time and moves 
to r? =p(u’*)~F(iP)nP. 
In general, if B moves from Pi = ,u(z?) E P with 6’ s Q,(x) to 6’ E F(rZ’), 
player A computes z?+’ =A,($, iFi) and moves to rZ’+’ =~(u”+‘) E 
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F(8) n P, where u”+’ E Q,(E). By Theorem 9, ?(u’“) > ?(u”) > ... . Since 
E((u”) = O(n’), player A can win in O(n”) moves. Since each iteration in the 
computation of /i, requires O(n) steps, the entire computation time invested 
by A comprises that of O(n”) computation steps. 1 
Notes. (i) The above is a winning strategy in the wide sense. We do not 
know whether a winning strategy in the narrow sense can always be 
computed in polynomial time for annihilation games. 
(ii) For playing a single annihilation game it suffices to apply steps (i) 
and (ii) of Algorithm B. But for playing a disjunctive compound where at 
least one of the component games is an annihilation game, all the values of 
G on V(E) are necessary. For such a disjunctive compound, strategies Aj 
(j = 0, l,...) can be formulated in a way similar to rl,. 
EXAMPLE 6. Consider the digraph of Fig. 8 with the starting position 
ri” = 15 E P. Then r. Co’ = (llOOO)‘, and so r7’ = (I&, &) E Q,(K), 
p(z7”) = P, where tir = 5, U; = 10. Suppose player B moves to ~7’ = 6 = 
F,,(lS). Then fir = FLII(tiI) = 12, ~7” = (cl, U;), ,u(rY”) = 17’. Now it may be 
assumed that &(fi,) = @, and so 1.7’ = (U;), p(+,“) = 10. Since 10 E F-‘(6), 
we replace the ancestor zI” of U” by W” with representation do = (JJ. Then 
r7* = F,,(U;) = 6, and so v” = (6). Now 6i(V,) = @ = 1.3,’ with representation 
6’ = 0 E F@(z?)). Thus /io(u’“,p(r?)) = I?‘, and so A moves to 8’ for 
realizing his win. 
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